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Introduction to the Special Issue on Learning in
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition

T

HE GOAL OF computer vision and pattern recognition
(CVPR) research is to provide computers with human-like
perception capabilities so that they can sense the environment,
understand the sensed data, identify patterns, take appropriate
actions, and learn from this experience in order to enhance future performance. The field has evolved from the application of
classical pattern recognition and image processing techniques to
advanced applications of image understanding, dynamic scene
analysis, model-based vision, knowledge-based vision and systems that exhibit learning capability.
Over the years, there has been an increased demand for
CVPR systems to address “real-world” applications, such as
autonomous navigation, target recognition, manufacturing,
photointerpretation, remote sensing, situation awareness,
image/video database management, etc. This requires that the
vision techniques be robust and flexible to optimize performance in diverse scenarios encountered in a given application.
Past research in applying learning techniques to CVPR
problems has been limited [1], [2]. Some of the reasons for
this were the lack of understanding and availability of tools for
low-level image analysis, interdisciplinary nature of learning in
CVPR research and the lack of machine learning [14]–[16] and
statistical learning tools [12], [13]. However, in the last decade,
some progress has been achieved toward these problems.
Solving the signal-to-symbol transition problem remains one
of the key challenges in the application of symbolic learning to
vision. Learning requires a lot of data and speed for its practical
use.
The field of machine and statistical learning is driven by the
idea that computer algorithms and systems can improve their
own performance with time. Vision provides interesting and
challenging problems and a rich environment to advance the
state-of-the art in learning. There is a strong potential in learning
technology to contribute to the development of flexible and robust vision algorithms, thus improving the performance of vision systems for practical use. Learning-based vision systems
are expected to provide a higher level of competence and greater
generality. Learning may allow using the experience gained in
creating a vision system for one application domain to a vision
system for another domain by acquiring and maintaining knowledge.
Thus, an innovative integration of learning and CVPR
techniques has the promise of advancing the field which
will contribute to better understanding of complex images
of real-world dynamic scenes. There is another benefit of
incorporating a learning paradigm in the computational CVPR
framework. To mature the laboratory-grown vision systems
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into real-world working systems, it is necessary to evaluate the
performance characteristics of these systems using a variety of
real, calibrated data. Learning offers this evaluation tool, since
no learning can take place without appropriate supervised or
unsupervised mode of evaluation of the results.
Since the days of the first NSF/DARPA Workshop [1], the
first AAAI workshop on Learning in Computer Vision [2],
and the first special section on Learning in Computer Vision
published in the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS
AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE [3] we have come a long way.
There have been many developments in this area. A number of
books related with learning in CVPR [4]–[11], [17], [18] and
other popular books in learning [12]–[16] have been published.
Several workshops and conferences or special sessions are
being held in major conferences in CVPR and learning fields
[19]–[26]. This shows that there is a growing interest in the
research and application communities on this topic.
Theoretical and practical advances are being made in the field
of computer vision and pattern recognition by new techniques
and processes of learning, representation, and adaptation. Examples are new regression and classification techniques (e.g.,
boosting, bagging, margin classifiers), multiclassifier systems,
Bayesian learning, interactive, continuous and active learning,
reinforcement learning, graphical models, etc. Learning offers
effective methods for automating the model/concept acquisition
and updating processes, adapting task parameters and representations, and using experience for generating, verifying, and
modifying hypotheses. Expanding this list of CVPR problems,
we find the current topics of research interest and research on
multilevel vision systems for segmentation, feature extraction
and object recognition; new learning paradigms including
concept learning, learning by examples, task-level learning;
learning rules, relations, features, discriminant functions, and
evaluation strategies; learning and refining visual models;
indexing and recognition strategies; integration of vision modules; learning shape representation and surface reconstruction
strategies; self-organizing algorithms for clustering and pattern
learning; biologically motivated modeling of vision systems
that learn; parameter adaptation and self-calibration of vision
systems; evolutionary approaches to learning and synthesis
of recognition systems; neural network learning for solving
significant vision problems and applications to real-world
problems. As an eventual goal, machine learning may provide
the necessary tools for synthesizing vision algorithms. Some
initial attempts have been made in that direction [17], [18].
The effective usage of learning technology in real-world computer vision problems requires understanding the domain of application, abstraction of a learning problem (the what problem)
from a given CVPR task and the selection of appropriate representations for the learnable (input) and learned (internal) entities of the system. Since learning in vision is a new area of
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research there are many unexplored issues and there are potentially many different ways in which learning can be applied to
solve vision problems and to optimize the resources needed by a
vision system. However, learning needs to be carefully applied
to selected problems where it makes sense.
A learning system has to clearly demonstrate and answer
the questions like what is being learned, from what is being
learned, how it is learned, what data is used to learn, how to
represent what has been learned, how well and how efficient
is the learning, how the learning improves the performance of
the vision system over the usual static (or baseline) counterparts and what are the evaluation criteria for the task at hand.
Experimental details are essential for learning experiments.
They include scientific experimental design methodology for
training/testing, parametric studies, and measures of learning
and performance improvement with experience. Experiments
demonstrating scalability of learning-based vision systems are
also very important.
PAPERS IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE
The goal of this special issue is to provide the reader with
samples of recent developments that use adaptive and learning
approaches in computer vision and pattern recognition. The special issue has 11 regular papers and seven correspondence papers. These papers use a variety of techniques for adaptation
and learning. All the papers have gone through several rounds
of reviewing according to the guidelines and standards of IEEE
Transactions. The papers cover a broad area of theory and applications of computer vision and pattern recognition. We hope that
the special issue will give a boost to the research in learning in
computer vision and pattern recognition and their applications.
Regular Papers
The first paper, by Makris and Ellis, is on learning semantic
scene models from observing activities over long periods of time
in video streams of data. It addresses the problem that in visual
surveillance it is desired to not only detect and track objects,
but also understand the activity in the scene. The activity-based
semantics learned in this paper aims at generic activities. The
input to the system is motion-tracking data. These trajectories
are used to identify zones in the camera field of view where objects appear and disappear, paths they follow, junctions where
they might change their routes, and stop areas. The two levels
of representations that are used include a topographical representation and a topological representation. They focus on spatial
and probabilistic nature of the model, respectively. A Gaussian
mixture model is used to encode spatial and probabilistic characteristics of various zones. The learning is performed at multiple steps using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
The results are shown using real-world data consisting of a large
number of trajectories.
The next three papers (second, third, and fourth papers in this
special issue) take inspiration from biological evolution and two
of them use evolutionary computation for object recognition.
The second paper, by Krawiec and Bhanu, presents an evolutionary approach for visual learning. It uses the idea of cooperative coevolution to handle the complexity of the object recogni-

tion task. It uses linear genetic programming, a hybrid of genetic
algorithms (GAs) and genetic programming (GP), as an evolutionary approach to represent feature extraction procedures.
The procedures are learned using elementary image processing
operations and filters, and commonly used features in pattern
recognition. A variety of techniques and ideas are used for binary classification problems, multiple class recognition problems, scaling the number of classes, and recognizing object variants. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery is used to demonstrate the results.
The third paper, by Schneider et al., presents a biologically inspired hierarchical vision model for 3-D object recognition. Object recognition has been a very challenging task for neural networks since the networks are large and the search space for computing the network parameters is of very high dimensionality.
Evolutionary optimization techniques (direct coding and indirect coding) are used to determine optimal higher-order complex features and nonlinearities of the visual hierarchy. The authors propose an efficient and indirect coding of a neural vision
network and propose local unsupervised learning rules based on
sparse coding concepts. The optimized networks are applied to a
classification task of real-world images that are available in the
public domain. Various experiments are performed to demonstrate the capabilities of the system.
Learning by imitations has been important in the evolution of
species. The fourth paper, by Lopes and Santos-Victor, is on visual learning by imitation with motor representations. It presents
a biologically inspired architecture for arm-hand gesture imitation and recognition. Two different forms of imitations (action
level and program level) are distinguished. Action-level (mimicking) imitation consists of replicating the gestures of a demonstrator. Program-level (gesture) imitation involves recognizing
the performed gesture so that the learner can produce its own
interpretation of the gesture or action effect. A Bayesian framework is used for program level imitation. The robotic system
consists of an anthropomorphic arm/hand that is equipped with
a single camera. The robot arm/hand is simulated but the real
data from a camera is used in extensive experiments.
Concept learning in content-based retrieval systems is a
difficult task. The fifth paper, on active concept learning in
image databases, by Dong and Bhanu, describes a mixture
model approach to concept learning. It addresses two critical
issues facing image databases: 1) changing (image insertion/removal) nature of a database and 2) user queries. To achieve
concept learning, a novel user directed, semi-supervised expectation-maximization algorithm for parameter estimation
is proposed. The model consistency is determined through
Bayesian analysis. The proposed concept learning algorithm is
able to deal with image insertion as well as any inconsistency
in relevance feedback. Experiments on Corel database images
are provided to show the efficacy of the proposed technique.
The next three papers deal with human faces. The sixth paper,
by Waring and Liu, presents a face detection method that uses
the spectral histogram representation and the support vector machines as a margin classifier. Spectral histogram, computed in
each image window, is a feature vector that consists of the histogram of filtered images. Thirty three filters used in the paper
are: four gradient filters, five Laplacian of Gaussian filters and
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24 Gabor filters. It is shown that this representation groups face
images together. The results are compared with other recent
methods on two commonly used datasets for face detection.
The seventh paper, by Guo and Dyer, presents a linear programming-based technique that handles the problem of feature
selection and classifier training simultaneously, especially for
the case when the size of the training set is small. For multiclass recognition, the feature selection is performed pairwise.
The results are shown for face expression recognition, which
has seven classes (neutral, happy, sad, surprise, anger, disgust,
and fear) and each class has only two to four images for each facial expression. The features are obtained using Gabor wavelets
and are selected by hand. The results are compared with other
classifiers, including support vector machine and Adaboost.
Subspace analysis is an important approach to learning
low-dimensional representations for classification. The eighth
paper, on kernel pooled local subspaces for classification, by
Zhang et al., investigates a dimensionality reduction technique
that pools locally discriminant information and extend it to the
nonlinear case using the kernel trick. They compare their technique against competing subspace methods: kernel principal
component analysis (KPCA) and Generalized Fisher discriminant analysis (GDA) in a number of classification problems.
Their evaluation is based on the classification performance of
the nearest neighbor rule with each subspace representation.
The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and performance superiority of the proposed kernel pooled subspace
method over the competing methods such as KPCA and GDA
in some classification problems.
The next two papers use self-organizing maps as a learning
technique. The self-organizing maps (SOMs) implement two
important operations: topology-preserving mapping and vector
quantization. In most of the current work, based on edit distance
concept in pattern recognition, the edit costs are derived manually in a task specific manner. The ninth paper, by Neuhaus
and Bunke, addresses the problem of learning graph edit distance cost functions for numerically labeled graphs from a given
sample set of graphs. The learning approach is based on self-organizing maps (SOM) which models the distribution of the node
and edge labels occurring in a population of graphs. The actual
edit costs are obtained from a distance measure for labels that
is derived with respect to the distribution encoded in the SOM.
The results are shown for two different applications involving
line drawing graphs of alphabetic letters dataset and graphs representing diatoms.
The tenth paper, by Xu et al., proposes an on-line hierarchical SOMs (H-SOMs) with faster learning. A new learning
rule is proposed that delivers the efficiency and topology preservation. The learning rule is superior to other structures of SOMs.
The computational complexity of H-SOMs is O(logN) rather
than O(N) as in base SOMs. Experimental results reported in
the paper demonstrate that the reconstruction performance of
H-SOMs is comparable to full-search SOMs, while its computation is much faster. In addition, H-SOMs generate a hierarchical
mapping of code vectors and support progressive transmission
and decoding property.
The last regular paper, by Joshi et al., addresses the problem
of how to create a super-resolution image of a scene from im-
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ages of the scene taken at different camera zooms. It attempts to
build an image of the entire scene at a resolution corresponding
to the most zoomed image that is observed. A learning-based approach is proposed since it will be difficult to capture the richness of real world images analytically. Under the assumption
that the entire scene is statistically homogeneous, the parameters
of the super-resolved image are learned from the most zoomed
observation and they are used to estimate the super-resolution
image for the least zoomed entire scene. Homogeneous Markov
random field model and simultaneous autoregressive models are
used. Results are shown on both synthetic and real textured images.
Correspondence Papers
The first two papers deal with the computational aspects of
evolutionary learning in computer vision and pattern recognition. The first paper, by Lin and Bhanu, develops a genetic programming (GP) based approach to synthesize composite operators and features from a combination of primitive ones for object detection. While human experts tend to focus on conventional mixtures of primitive operations and features, GP is capable of exploiting unconventional combinations that in some
cases yield exceptionally good results. To make GP efficient,
while not being too restrictive in search, Lin and Bhanu propose smart crossovers and mutations as well as a public library
to identify and keep the effective components of composite operators. In addition, a new fitness function based on minimum
description length is proposed to deal with the well-known code
bloat problem of GP. Experiments on real images demonstrate
that the proposed GP algorithm is quite effective.
The second paper, by Cagnoni et al., presents an approach
based on two parallel evolutionary techniques (cellular programming and submachine-code genetic programming) for the
design of an ensemble of binary classifiers for recognition.
Cellular programming is an evolutionary computational technique in which nonuniform cellular automata (different local
computations for every cell) are evolved. Submachine code genetic programming exploits the intrinsic parallelism of bitwise
instructions of sequential CPUs and can be effectively run on
traditional computer architectures. Different fitness functions
are proposed which emphasize the computational accuracy
or the efficiency. The experimental results are presented for
low-resolution (13 8 pixels) digit recognition application
using a set of binary classifiers.
Kernel biased discriminant analysis (KBDA) is a learning
method for content-based image retrieval. Crucial to the success of KBDA is the selection of kernel parameters. In the third
paper, on optimizing learning performance of KBDA, Wang et
al., propose a novel criterion for optimal parameter selection to
maximize retrieval performance. Under this criterion, the optimal kernel parameters are the ones that put positive images in
a tight cluster and drive negative images away from the positive
ones as far as possible in a kernel-induced space. Experimental
results show that the proposed criterion can effectively optimize
kernel parameters, thus the learning performance of KBDA.
The next paper, by Luo et al., presents an approach to improve
semantic scene classification performance by using transformations in the image space to increase the number of exemplars.
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The approach, called image-transform bootstrapping, uses geometric transformations to minimize the impact of undesirable
foreground objects and color transformations to minimize the
effects of color variability. The transforms are based on variations in the nature (lighting changes) and the picture-taking
process (zoom, pan). Three schemes (mirroring, cropping and
color shifting) are used to increase the number of training and
testing images. Multiple transformed versions of either training
images or testing images or both are used in conjunction with
a single classifier to achieve bootstrapping. The technique has
been applied for sunset detection, outdoor scene classification
and image orientation detection.
The fifth paper, by Draper et al., addresses the problem associated with the EM algorithm in high dimensions, especially
when the number of data samples is smaller than the feature dimensions. As compared to the conventional EM algorithm, the
paper combines EM with principal component analysis (PCA)
and fits the data at a dimension as high as possible for more
precise estimation. It uses eigenvalues and eigenvectors from
PCA decompositions of weighted sample covariance matrices to
represent high dimensional Gaussian distributions. It proposes
ways to get soft clustering, defines Gaussian probability density function and estimates parameters. It shows experimental
results on both synthetic data and real images.
The sixth paper, by Chen and Meer, presents a technique for
robust fusion of uncertain information where the measurements
and their uncertainty described by the covariance matrices are
given. The characteristics of an unknown number of information
sources are obtained by minimizing the sum of Mahalanobis distances from the measurements to those particular sources. Multivariate kernels are used to compute the sample point density
estimate of the measurements. Adaptive mean shift locates the
modes of the multivariate density distributions that are related
to the information sources. Examples from two computer vision applications (range image segmentation and multiple affine
transforms estimation) are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique.
The last correspondence paper, by Yu et al., presents a recursive two-step approach based on Kalman filtering to recover
structure and motion from image sequences. The first step estimates the pose of an object using an extended Kalman filter and
the second step uses a set of extended Kalaman filters for the
refinement of positions of the model features in 3-D space. The
performance of the algorithm is compared on both synthetic and
real data. It is also compared with other recent approaches.
The Future
The field of machine learning in computer vision and pattern
recognition (CVPR) is just emerging. The number of CVPR systems that incorporate some learning component is expected to
increase as vision and pattern recognition researchers embrace
the need for adaptation and learning in their systems. There will
be significant advances as the field evolves and there is increased
interaction between machine learning and computer vision, and
pattern recognition researchers. Some of the questions of interest from the artificial intelligence (AI) perspective include
the role of learning and high-level knowledge in Computer Vision, foundations for flexible/robust intelligent vision systems

for real-world dynamic scene understanding involving a network of imaging/nonimaging sensors. The statement that was
made in 1994 [3] is still true in a strong sense that it is probably
fair to claim that learning represents the next challenging frontier for computer vision and pattern recognition research.
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